"the cat sat on the mat"
the Hiraz rug smouldering in its upright frame in the carpet
department of Liberty's.   From the moment I saw it, I began to
implore Satan to get him behind me, knowing perfectly well
that Satan would not dream of it and that I should have to do all
my resistance by unaided effort.  I kept on wandering away from
that rug and then coming back to it.   I told myself that I did not
want it, and then, stepping a little further into the kingdom of
truth, that I badly wanted it but was not going to buy it.   Yes,
but I had not yet bought a carpet for my bedroom ... A further
advance into honesty convinced me, as it would have convinced
anyone, that this was not a bedroom carpet, this was a Hkaz rug,
a miracle rug, a rug set up and framed behind glass and therefore
a priceless rug.   Not a bedroom carpet; a bedroom carpet was
quite different.    So I walked away again, round the different
departments, and bought a few quite sensible things that I really
needed for my second home in Albany, and said to myself: "this
is the sort of thing; you re sensible, that's what you are!"—And
went on calling my attention to my thrifty and sensible nature.
And fortified by this, returned to the rug, and in an offhand manner
asked the price, and bought it.
Directly after, by what seemed then to be direct inspiration*
I worked out a way to buy it which would be absolutely conscience-
proof: That legacy from my aunt had included a diamond brooch
which I kept down in the vault at the bank; I never wore it;
nobody ever saw or rejoiced in it.   I had already sold the rest of
my share in her jewellery, and bought Savings Certificates; now
I could sell the diamond brooch and buy the rug I had bought,
and that would be for usefulness as well as for beauty's sake.   It
should lie on the floor and be walked upon as though it were
quite simply a carpet; in fact, if I could lay hold of another couple
of Persian rugs, I should not have to buy a bedroom carpet at all...
And as it was, quite a plain one would do. It was terribly difficult
at this stage of the war to find a plain carpet as a background for
the rug, but I remained obstinate in my resolution, my William
Morris resolution, that a rug must fulfil its original purpose and be
walked upon, and not treated as an objet fart.   I built my rqom
round my knowledge of what was coming to it, but because it
was so far from a Waiferage rug, resolved not to have it delivered
until the far distant moment when I could tear down md^ lliag
aside that ragged stretch of black-out, and see instead my waterfall
of blue and green brocade curtains.  My rug, which was perfect,

